
Welcome to this session, entitled 
 
COLLABORATION ESSENTIALS 
A series of networked steps to financial success as a freelance translator 
 
Grateful acknowledgements to my friend Toni Le Busque at tonilebusque.com for 
allowing me to doctor her drawings unsupervised. 
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Today I shall speak about  
o the various aspects of collaboration involved in developing our freelance 

translation business; 
o different types and possible levels of collaboration and cooperation 
o the essential dynamics of collaboration  - and why they are important  

o Important in the everyday life of a freelance translator; and  
o important in ensuring we get the work we want from the clients we want 

I shall also touch on 
o how collaboration is creative and aspects involved in a large project 
o how  to continuing to focus on the collaborative aspect of your work brings you  

o more work –  
o and better paid work – which gives your clients what they want, and gives 

you the clients you want.. 
 

 First a little story in pictures   
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Once upon a time this is what a translator looked like  
It was normal to go for years without even talking to another translator. 
Translation was a solitary activity. 
You had to talk to yourself, and turn a lot of pages of a lot of dictionaries, and scribble 
lots of things on pieces of paper to remember them. 
 
If you did not work in-house, you took on assignments. 
Assignments – a fancy word for homework. 
Things were word of mouth. 
The corporate organisation was king. 
Individuals were little cogs in giant machines. 
 
Also at this time, we started to have to translate things which sounded funny in 
English – "eine gute Zusammenarbeit" – and instead of wishing business partners "a 
good cooperation” in the future, we lamely said that we looked forward to working 
with them, or some such. 
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Libraries 
Expensive subscriptions 
No one to confer with 
Days to think about one term 
 
As a translator, you worked on your own – or had an in-house job, and therefore were 
sufficiently well-versed in the subject to make educated guesses which you 
corroborated with non-translator colleagues. 
For the rest of the time, you were pretty much on your own as far as terminology was 
concerned. 
 
No one cared about translators. 
Life before the Internet was generally monolingual for most people – or a greater part 
of most people's lives was monolingual. 
Sustaining yourself was hard – and passion the sole motivator. 
Computers, hand deliveries, local work mainly. Now all but obsolete: posting things, 
the message delivery book. 
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If you are still behaving as if you live in the 1980s or 1990s, my question is this:  

What is wrong with you? 
 
Anyone with an Internet connection has access to:  SO MUCH 
 
•Information: dictionaries, glossaries, diagrams, images, articles, journals, videos 
•Information on clients, businesses, events, trade fairs, conferences, trends, markets 
•Information on training, translation blogger advice, forums 
 
Access to PEOPLE and the quick exchange of messages – Facebook, Skype (and 
LinkedIn), Twitter, etc. 
 
There are networks within commerce and industry, translator networks, academic 
networks, birdwatchers of the world, people studying the impact of climate change 
on the mating cycle of the dung bettle = ANYTHING YOU CAN THINK OF! 
 
There is a key word here: PEOPLE 
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You can no longer pretend that the world does not exist. 
The world is full of people. 
The world is full of colleagues and clients. 
 
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN? 
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It means we need to collaborate. 
 
•Before we examine the topic further, I would like to ask a few questions: 
 
1. Please raise you hand if this is your first ever conference  ____ (nº). 
2. Please raise your hand if you feel as if you hardly know anyone in the room ___( nº) 
3. So, that's roughly _____ (nº) none of us have really met. 

 
• [Five of the least experienced translators in the audience were selected to come to the 

front, and informed that they would be leading the groups in the workshop following the 
presentation. They introduced themselves: name, language pair, main subject fields. The 
rest of the audience were asked with each introduction to raise their hands if they 
thought they might have something in common with the person introducing themselves. 
Brief person to person introductions were encouraged for a couple of minutes. Groups 
were established in this manner.] 
 

What was the point of all that frantic exchange – apart from establishing groups for later? 
 
That little exercise was not true collaboration. 
That was cooperation, I suppose. You were cooperating with me. I thank you for that. 
What you have just done is introduced yourself to each other – one of the steps in getting to 
the point of collaborating.  
I hope that the introductions you made will result in collaboration – if appropriate – at some 
point in the future. 
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Collaborate means to work with and not to work for. 
 
Question to audience:  Anyone care to explain the difference between these two? 
To work for someone – a boss, superior, for a salary/wage = your opinion does not count 
To work with someone – as an equal partner, in a consultative capacity = your opinion does 
count.  
As a freelance translator, you need a series of collaborative partnerships, culminating with 
that of the client, where your opinion does carry some weight. 
 
This is a bit confusing for native Portuguese speakers, since the word "colaborador" has two 
meanings – one of which equates to the lowly "trabalhador" – or "worker" in English, and the 
other, the sense of a collaborative partner in a project. 
 

Be careful with your words in e-mails to clients.  "Always work with clients" 

 
Cooperation is also used often as a synonym for collaboration  - and  again etymologists 
among you will immediately see that the root meaning is to "act with" or "act together“. Shall 
we talk about Latin roots? – com = with . In English, these manifest themselves in prefixes 
such as com-, col-, co- 
 
Note: YOU decide, whether you are responding to an e-mail request or actively seeking out 
a specific client.  The decision is yours. 

 
Let us see how we get to the point where you say to the client, "Don't worry. I'll sort that 
out".  
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I love structure. 
Funnily enough, so do my clients. 
I have taken Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs and modified it here to my own ends. 
The translator is integrated into all these levels, and to an extent each of these levels 
can – and do - interact with each other. 
On the bottom, most basic rung, we have family. 
Once we evolve – by way of qualifying – we have colleagues 
Colleagues are helpful when it comes to dealing with the people at the top of our 
food chain, and the ones who can inspire us to excellence 
- our clients. 
 
 Let's examine each of these levels briefly   
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I have lumped kids and pets in the same box in this diagram because both need feeding, and both may 
well get sick at the most incovenient times. 
Family for the purposes of these diagrams includes everyone who has to adjust to the fact that you 
are a translator. 
This means that  
you have to COLLABORATE with your family – and more importantly,  
your family has to COLLABORATE with you. 
 
In one sense, collaboration means organisation. 
 
Guess what? 
This means 
talking  with your family 
reaching an understanding with your family 
making agreements with your family 
 
Your family become your COLLABORATORS... 
They are the ones who know the meaning of  
a translation deadline – and have to participate in the process accordingly. 
 
e.g. when you make an important phone call to a client, your five-year-old has to understand that this 
is not a good time to pull the cat's tail. 
 
Question to Audience: What are the things you say to your family when the deadline is looming? 
What do they say to you (and what do they do?) [Discussion ensued for a few minutes, with a couple of 
worrying answers!] 
 
This is the easiest rung on the ladder. 
It is a basic need on this adapted Maslow's hierarchy of translator and collaborator needs. 
 
Sort out this level first. 
Organising your life in this sphere – at this level – will help you deal with the next level  Colleagues   
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Social media, the blogsphere, the Twit Pit – All these have us looking at the many things we need to 
consider as translators. 
It is easy to get distracted, unless you have already determined your chief areas of focus. 
 
Once we accept the little-acknowledged fact that there is abundant work for everybody, we can begin 
to enjoy 
interacting with our colleagues in the full realisation that 
 
Colleagues and potential colleagues can help us, teach us and work with us. 
In other words, we all have something to contribute – and something to gain. 
We all have our own networks –  
Sometimes these overlap to create opportunities to work together for mutual benefit. 
We all choose which colleagues we interact with and in what capacity – or not.  Your decision 
 
I have placed colleagues in the middle layer of our pyramid because  

osometimes our colleagues are fellow translators with whom we merely have our profession 
or language pair in common,  
osometimes they are our clients; 
osometimes they are our friends; and sometimes 
othey are all three  

 
I have a vague notion that this already happens quite a lot more in the Portuguese market than in 
other countries in Europe although my "favourite translation client" is a fellow translator and, after 
four years of working with her, a friend. And she is not Portuguese. It may, however, depend entirely 
on the individuals concerned. 
 
Q to audience: Would anyone like to comment? [pick someone] 
When do you start developing your network? As soon as you can and as often as you can.  
e.g. while still at school/university/in your first job. 
 
(You will notice how I have subtlely introduced the theme of grapes in order to justify talking all about 
grapevines in a few minutes.) 
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At the top of our pyramid, quite naturally, are our beloved clients. 
 
Apart from producing accurate translations on time, our clients are – and should be – 
our chief concern. 
 
In this image, by the way, I have illustrated what you should not say to your client. 
You are a language expert. Find another way of saying that: 
•to your advantage  
•to the advantage of the project 
•to your mutual advantage  - yours and the client's. 
 
•In other words, work with the client – collaborate with the client. 
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This image and the one before each show two different perspectives. 
 
Either you see a girl at a fence looking at puppies with their mother, or you see five 
babies, and get all protective over them when the human comes along. 
 
Perspectives are simply different ways of looking at the same thing. 
 
 Let's look at translation.  
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ONE PERSPECTIVE: 
Translation today includes: 

oDownloading and uploading files to platforms 
oKeeping abreast with new technologies 
oConstant acquisition of subject knowledge 
oVery little human contact 
oEnormous pressure to produce quantity, quality – - and quickly (and more 
often than not, cheaply) 

 
All these things are true, but reflect only part of the picture. 
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Another perspective: 
oTranslation is a fundamentally human activity 
oTranslation relies on human experience, human intuition and  human interaction 
oApplication of serious human thought = a successful translation 
oSo where are all these human beings? 

 
 So much for translation.  Now, let's talk about translators  Again, two 
perspectives 
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Very often the small cog in the giant machine could be earning just as much money by 
sweeping the streets, or engaging in similar unskilled labour. 
The idea of becoming a martyr to poverty for the sole benefit of a giant machine is 
anathema to me. 
 
 There has to be another way of looking at ourselves as translators.  How about 
this picture: 
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By combining the best elements of the two perspectives we have just considered 
with a collaborative attitude when approaching prospective clients – or when prospective 
clients approach you 
 
i.e. by: 
 
oDownloading and uploading files to platforms 
oKeeping abreast with new technologies 
oConstantly acquiring subject knowledge 
oProducing quantity, quality – and quickly – at an agreed price commensurate with your skill 
and experience 
 
you will realise that 
oBusiness, like translation,  is fundamentally a human activity 
oBusiness, like translation,  relies on contact and communication between human beings 
oBusiness, like translation, is better when human beings work together 
oSuccessful businesses rely on interaction with a translator to produce a successful 
translation. 
 
This is why it is important to collaborate – and engage with your client more fully. 
Your client, too, will enjoy working with an engaging human being. 
 
You always have the choice, of course, of sweeping the street instead. 
 
 I am now going to give you a real-life example of what a former part-time sweeper did , 
and how collaboration can engender more work of the type you enjoy, and, moreover, at 
rates which please you  
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Q: So – hands up – Whose finds this scary? Why? 
 
Why propose to take on a big project? 
There is never any single reason. 
It is always a combination of factors, some of which may not make sense at the time. 
If you don't try, you will never know if it could have been possible. 
 
From conversations I have had with many translators, my example is not so 
unusual.  
It is simply the one I know best, so that is what I will talk about  
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Just a word about word of mouth:  
Whenever someone asks what you do, tell them that you are a professional translator.  
Tell them so that they remember. Tell them what you specialise in, make sure that they know you 
are serious about it. 
Why? 
Because, as I have already said, everyone has their own network. 
A woman – an English expat who lives in a grand villa in my village went to a luncheon, where she was 
chatting to another British expat who happens to be the Vice-President of the Algarve Wine Society. 
He had in his hands a beautiful book in Portuguese, "O Grande Livro das Castas" – The Big Book of 
Grapevine Varieties. 
He wondered if this Englishwoman knew of anyone who might be able to translate it, since his 
connection – the author and coordinator, was looking to have it translated into English. 
The Englishwoman said that she knew me, and would get me to contact the wine aficionado. 
I e-mailed the man, and suggested we meet. He replied that it was a good idea. I asked him to bring his 
book with him, since I could not afford the €60.00 price tag to get my own copy, and there was no time 
to waste. 
We met for coffee in Almancil. 
I flicked through the book and adjudged it to be roughly 100,000 words. 
I expressed my interest – and then – what luck! – I read the Abstract, which was in both English and 
Portuguese. 
Luck, because the English was a dreadful translation of the Portuguese – really dreadful – and said 
things which were not even in the source. 
I agreed that I would send a proposal to the author, whose address details were given to me – and 
would do a proper translation of the Abstract – as evidence of my bona fides. 
Here's the thing, for those of you just starting out: 
Do your research about who you are writing to. I knew that the author-coordinator, Hans-Jörg Böhm 
was German. This told me exactly how I had to structure my proposal – the way I had seen so many 
other German project proposals structured. 
I spent five hours one Saturday afternoon translating the 360-word Abstract = 72 words per hour.  I 
must have wanted this work very much.  
This could be a very long story. I will keep it brief. 
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Sometimes, your proposal needs a push. 
If you are shy, hate the telephone, or nervous, get over it.  It has to be done if you 
want the work. 
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Early May 2011  Author and his wife visit my humble home. Author sits with 
me for 2 hours going through queries and gives me more of the book. I am 
told I am too precise. My partner “collaborates” by keeping the author’s wife 
entertained in conversation, while the author and I work. 
End June 2011   Translation complete. 
First week July  My partner and I spend 4 days at author's estate while he 
and I revise the typeset copy. I read the English aloud, he follows in German – 
and vice versa. We enjoy pleasant dinners and excellent wine with the 
author's wife, and meet the layout and design men and some of the co-
authors at a lunch. 
15 October – launch at the Academy of Sciences of Lisbon of the German and 
Portuguese versions of The Vine Atlas of Spain and Portugal. No publisher for 
the English translation yet. In his speech the author calls me "a passionate 
translator“. 
* The English revisor will be returned to in due course. 
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IS THAT THE END? 
 
No, there is more. 
Some things we do for free. With experience, we manage to include these things in 
our fee. 
In any case, it is the decent thing – the collaborative thing – to do. 
16 July 2011 - In liaison with the VP of AWS, I prepare a summary of the Vine Atlas of 
Spain and Portugal in the hopes that a publisher for the English book will be found. 
29 July 2011 Final sign-off by me of all proofs. 
This could be the end. But it is not. 
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Before we look at the path of success – and the generative power of adopting a 
collaborative approach, I should – ahem – mention that I am far from perfect. 
 
We all make mistakes and errors of judgement 
 
Pitfalls which I know from experience to avoid in future: 
 
Bad time management 
which leads to 
failure to follow up on your intention to make a collaborative gesture (which would in 
turn lead to more work). 
 
Poor negotiation, primarily because of  
lack of preparation, and to an extent, lack of experience. 
 
Forgetting to include something in your quotation  that something will cost you – 
the translator – money.   
Your fault. 
 
Not communicating at the level at which your client feels comfortable.   
"My author" complained that  when I spoke I used "too many big words" during the 
intense four days revising the Vine Book. I apologised, and adjusted immediately. 
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I first began preparing this presentation in February 2015., and was already aware of 
the creative potential of using a collaborative approach.  
Around June 2015, I was delighted to see (on social media) a marvellous idea which a 
translator colleague, Susana Valdez, has transferred to her incredibly creative 
business cards. 
This is not her actual design (hers is much better in my view), but this is a 
representation of the idea. 
Please take a moment to think about what this means to you in your work. 
 
 The next slide shows the many jobs and connections which grew out of that 
chance conversation with a woman in my village, and my rather cheeky 14-page 
proposal.  
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There are countless people – not only translators – who can tell stories like this about 
their lives. 
I am sure you have some of your own. 
 
[Walked audience through the diagram – very quickly – spoke about how well I get 
on with  the English revisor of the Vine Book] 
 
The point here is that one thing can lead to another, and at each stage of the process 
there are opportunities to collaborate. 
The results of collaboration are not always immediately clear.  Last year, I had 
someone with whom I worked 20 years ago (as a secretary) who contacted me about 
a large translation. 
 
In closing, I would like to say: 
Be engaging, be sincere, be collaborative – and be prepared for more, SO MUCH 
MORE! 
 
 Questions and discussion  
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Who has a burning question? 
 
We now have a wee break. Please return for the 30-minute workshop as soon as you 
can.  We will start promptly at ____. 
 
The thirty minute session will be divided up as follows: 
10 to 15 minutes in discussion in groups on the exercises. 
Each group will then make a 3-minute mini-presentation of the results of their group 
discussion, with about four or five minutes to wrap up at the end. 
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This, by the way, was a job I did every fortnight while translating the Vine Book in 
2011. 
 
Thank you all for your kind attention. 
 
 Workshop worksheet on following  page    
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